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Forward
Deloitte’s Global Mobile Consumer Survey in China provides unique insights into how Chinese
consumers in different demographics interact with mobile devices. We asked Chinese consumer broad
yet specific set of questions such as how likely are they to subscribe 4G if available in their area, what
feature would they use more if carrier network is 3-5 times faster, how frequent do they change their
mobile phone, how many apps do they download per month, and how mobile advertisement impact their
buying decision.
Observations and insights derived from the survey will help operators, device manufactures and
organizations in mobile industry to anticipate the opportunities and challenges associated with engaging
Chinese customers through digital mobile devices.
This survey is a part of Deloitte's research project which was conducted across the globe in 2014
covering 19 countries. In China, data was gathered from 2,000 Chinese consumers across four distinct
demographics (18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-50) and technology behaviors (early adopters, early considerers,
trend followers, necessity buyers).
We are always on the lookout for the rapidly changing consumer behaviors and how they impact our
clients’ business dynamics. We hope this report proves to be insightful and we look forward to updating
you again on the changes next year to see how mobile consumer behaviors in China have shifted.

Mobile devices have become
everyday items
“Mobile devices have become everyday items for consumers
as penetration rate inches toward point of saturation.
Wearables are still work-in-progress. Large smartphone will be
the immediate battleground which threatens tablets.”

Mobile devices have become
everyday items, wearables
still work-in-progress

Figure1：Mobile Device Penetration Rate
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tablet (5%) is minimal between male and
female, thereby demonstrating almost
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Figure2：Tablet Ownership by Technology Behavior
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Figure3: Smartphone & Tablet Penetration Rate 2013 vs 2014
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Smartphones more FMCG-Like
than ever
“Smartphone replacement cycle is quick and becoming
FMCG-like across all age groups. This trend is expected to
continue in the next few years.”

Figure5: Smartphone Change Frequency
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replacement cycle of female and male is
minimal. There isn’t a lot of discrepancies
among all age group. Thus all generations,
young or old, are frequently changing their

Figure6: Have Changed Smartphone at Least Twice by Age Cohorts
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Tech-savvy Chinese consumers
“Chinese consumers are at the cutting-edge of technology and
are mostly likely price insensitive if offered newest devices. They
are willing to change to phone equipped with the latest
technology.”

Figure7: Consumer Attitude Towards New Devices
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10% will replace devices when they
malfunction or broken. This echoes with the
fact that 78% of consumer's phones are
bought within the past 2 years.
The finding reveals the tech-savviness of
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should therefore strengthen their R&D efforts
in developing and implementing cutting-edge
features in continuous iterations or risk losing
customers to competitors who continuously
innovate. Manufactures should always to be
on the lookout for new technology that may

47%
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attract customers to stay ahead of the
competition.

In-store the dominant channel
for buying phones
“Despite the proliferation of e-commerce websites, Chinese
consumers still prefer to buy phone in-store. However, when
they do buy from the Internet, online only e-commerce
websites are their preferred choice.”

In-store purchase the
dominant way of buying
phones

Figure9: Phone Acquisition Channel
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This finding shows that despite the
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proliferation of e-commerce websites in
China, majority of consumers still opt for
physical store as the place to buy their

Figure10: Phone Acquisition Channel - In Store
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12%~13% of consumers purchase from
these places. From operator’s perspective,
the continuing expansion of its physical store
to ensure maximum customer reach is
important to consider.

Online e-commerce
website the most
popular online channel

Figure11: Phone Acquisition - Online Channels
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from operator’s website. In addition, close to
60% of consumers in age group 35-44 and
45-50 buy from online only e-commerce
websites, both groups are ahead of the
younger generation (age 18-24 and 25-34).
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Practicality over “nice to have”
“Smartphone, battery life, and price are top 3 criteria for
consumers when choosing a new phone. Usability outweighs
nice-to-have features such as fingerprint and waterproof.
Manufactures should pay particular attention on the advancement
of power consumption technology as their core competencies.”

Smartphone, battery life, and
price

Figure13: Most Important Criteria for Choosing Next Phone
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The finding illustrates that core functionalities
concerning usability are the most important factors for
consumers, particularly among Trend Followers
(38%) and Necessity Buyers (43%). They are more
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differentiateTitself from competitors. Thus suppliers
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Wi-Fi advantageous over carrier
networks
“Wi-Fi has favourable lead over carrier network as the choice of
connectivity to Internet on mobile devices. It’s tough to beat free
bandwidth that’s faster and more stable. Operators should offer
more attractive packages and generous bandwidth to compete.”

Wi-Fi still the favorite
way to connect
Among all mobile devices, majority of
connection to the Internet are done via Wi-Fi

Figure14: Mobile Device Connectivity to Internet
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Free, faster speed and
data allowance

Figure 17: Reasons for Choosing WiFi over 2G/3G/4G
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an indication that carrier network coverage in
China is well implemented.
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The finding shows that free service is tough to
beat, especially when Wi-Fi is in general faster
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4G in position to ramp up quickly
“Majority of consumers would subscribe to 4G service if it’s
available in their area. They are willing to go as far as switching
operator to acquire 4G. Operators who can swiftly expand their 4G
coverage will gain first-mover advantage and potentially dominate
the market.”

High demand for 4G
service

Figure19: Likeliness of Subscribing to 4G if in Coverage
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result is applicable to all age groups. Further,
68% of consumers are either very likely (21%)
or fairly likely (47%) to switch to another
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operator offering 4G/LTE services.
Given the willingness of consumers to
subscribe to 4G services, and even to go as far
as switching operators, it is crucial for
operators to quickly expand their 4G base

Figure20: Likeliness of Changing to Operator with 4G

stations to cover major urban centers across
China in order to gain first-mover advantage.
The speed of expansion will also be important
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are a step behind may lose a significant share
of the 4G market.
From device manufacture’s perspective, 4G
should become the standard feature set of
newly released phones and become a hot
selling point as 3G/2G phones gradually phase
out of the market in the next several years.
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Early adopters rule 4G,
mainstream adoption on
horizon

Figure21: Own 4G/LTE Phone
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Although 4G has only been on the Chinese market for
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less than a year, 21% of respondents currently
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already own 4G/LTE capable phones. Among early
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adopters, 52% own 4G/LTE phone while this figure is
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19% for early considerers. Trend followers and
necessity buyers still haven’t made the dive into 4G
yet as the ownership of 4G/LTE phone are 9% and
6%, respectively.

Figure22: 4G/LTE Ownership by Technology Behaviors

The result indicates that although early adopters have
made the jump to 4G quickly, it hasn’t reach
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mainstream consumers just yet. However, given the
high interest and demand for 4G services, coupled
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with the fact that Chinese consumers in the survey
showed that they are tech savvy and would purchase
the latest technology soon, it is highly likely that
mainstream consumers will catch the 4G wave soon.
To speed up the adoption process, operators should

TREND FOLLOWERS
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educate consumers more on the benefits of 4G
technology and provide attractive data packages.

NECESSITY BUYERS
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Phone manufactures should make 4G phones a
priority in order provide enough incentives for trend
followers and necessity buyers to switch to 4G. With
the recent rapid expansion of 4G network in major
cities by operators such as China Mobile, solid
foundation is in place for 4G to takeoff.

Diverse choice of
activities when using
faster network

Figure 23: Top 10 Activities If Network Speed 3-5X Faster
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checking social networks are also high on the
list. The result implies that network speed is the
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limiting factor when watching videos or
shopping online and there’s room for
improvement in terms of user experience.
Compared to 2013, where video oriented
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activities typically sit atop, consumers in 2014
showed more diverse interest in using faster
network for varied scenarios. Watching more
videos online will certainly be delightful news for
operators, content providers, and advertisers as
faster network provides better viewing
experience that’s more engaging which leads to
higher bandwidth usage and longer viewing
duration. Browsing shopping site from phone
more frequently will benefit e-commerce
vendors since faster network leads to higher
conversion rate. Operators therefore, should
contemplate on devising highly attractive data
plans to persuade consumers to upgrade from
existing network into a faster one.
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Chinese consumers remain
loyal to operators
“Consumers remain loyal as over 40% of subscribers have
never changed mobile operators. The exception is age group
18-24 which changes most frequently. Operators should
focus on improving the quality of network while ensuring that
they are competitively priced in the marketplace.”

Consumers remain loyal,
except for the youngest
generation

Figure 24: Last Time Changed Operator
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Consumer loyalty stayed mostly intact, except
with the youngest generation. This loyalty
could be attributed to the fact that switching
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Figure 26: Top Reasons for Choosing Current Mobile Operator
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change mobile operators in the future, the price
of internet data (39%), subscription fee (39%),
as well as voice and SMS fee (28%) are crucial
factors in persuading them to make the switch.
The result reveals that Chinese consumers

Figure 27: Top Reasons to Change Operator in the Future
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39%

time by monitoring movements from
competition as swift response will be both

31%
28%

essential and critical. Further, operators need
to ensure that they are continuous improving
the quality of mobile network so that their

28%

existing customers do not sway away easily.

Cross-sale opportunities exist
for mobile operators to exploit
“Wi-Fi, broadband and TV represent the best cross-selling
opportunities for mobile operators. Cost is the biggest factor for
consumers when choosing services offered by operators,
therefore

bundled

affordable.”

packages

should

be

attractive

and

Opportunities
abundant to cross-sale

Figure 28：Services Already Subscribed via Operator
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almost a quarter subscribe to public Wi-Fi

Tv Via Cable Or Satellite
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Tv/film Streaming Service
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Music Streaming Services
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Other

hotspot. Top 3 services that consumers
would subscribe from mobile operators
are: public Wi-Fi hotspots (26%),
broadband Internet (22%) and TV either

7%

I Don't Know

via cable or satellite (22%). The result is

2%

consistent across all age groups.
From the result it is clear that Wi-Fi,

Figure 29：Would Subscribe to Following Services From
Mobile Operators
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Broadband and TV represent the best
cross selling opportunities for operators.
Operators would be wise to thoroughly
establish their cross-selling strategies and
dive deeper into their existing customer
base to identify targets that have the best
potential to subscribe to operator services.
By offering services that can enhance
value to customer, cross-selling will
reduce customer acquisition cost and

I Would Not Subscribe

15%

Fixed Line Voice Calls

13%

I Don't Know

13%

Other

7%

allow operators to increase revenue whilst
improving bottom-line performance.

Cost conscious
consumers

Figure 30: Reasons to Subscribe to Services Offered by
Mobile Operators
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Citing main reasons to subscribe to services
offered by operators, reducing cost of overall

To Reduce The Cost Of
Overall Bill

48%

bill came first (48%), followed by quality of
service across different products (41%) and
receiving bundle discounts (41%).
The result reveals that cost is the biggest

Consistent Quality Of Service
Across Different
Products/services

41%

To Receive A Bundle Discount

41%

factor on consumer’s mind when choosing
services provided by operators. When they
subscribe to operator services, they are

To Have One Single Point Of
Contact For All These Services

35%

To Reduce The Number Of
Different Bills That I Get Every
Month

34%

expecting to get discount to reduce their
bills. They also expect consistent qualities
between product lines and consistent
services that come from the same provider.
Thus operators should ensure that they can

Other

2%

I Don't Know

1%

devise bundle packages that truly save
customer’s wallet or risk losing out to
competitors with better plans. Internally,
operators should ensure coordination
between departments are streamlined so
that consistent service and product can be
offered to customers.

Consumers crave for more
Internet data
“More than 50% of consumers have exceeded their phone bill
in the past 12 month, the top reason being Internet data
usage. Consumers are using more data than ever and often
underestimated their data usage”

Phone Bill Exceeding
Limit

Figure 31: Mobile Phone Bill Higher Than Expected (Last 12 month)
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Over half (56%) of respondents expressed
that their mobile phone bill have been
higher than they expected in the past 12
month, while 39% have not experienced

56%
Yes

39%

No

56%

higher bill. Compared to last year, more
consumers are experiencing higher bill
(56% vs 50%) indicating higher data usage
in general. The overwhelmingly reason for
exceeding phone bill among consumers is
the use of Internet data (68%), followed by
voice call (36%). In contrast to 2013, the

Figure 32: Reasons for Exceeding Mobile Bill

use of Internet data surpassed voice call as

0%

the primary reason of exceeding phone bill.
From the result it is clear that consumers
are using Internet data more than ever. This
implies that consumers often underestimate
their data usage patterns and that existing
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Allowance
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28%

Roaming Charges For
Internet Usage

20%

results in overflow charges. It will be up to
the operators to remedy this issue perhaps
by either offering more generous plan or
make more suitable data package
recommendations to consumers utilizing
analytics tools.

Exceeded Text Allowance
Roaming Charges For Text
Messages

80%
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Internet data plan from operators may be
insufficient for majority of customers which

60%

12%
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电话账单超支
：消费者对价格很敏感

Instant messaging apps
displacing SMS

根据调查，订阅运营商服务的前三大原因：第一
是降低总费用（48%），第二是不同产品的服务
质量（41%），第三是为了获得捆绑购买的折扣
（41%）。

“Traditional way of communicating via SMS
and voice is being
结果显示了在选择运营商提供的服务的时候，成
replaced by Instant Messaging (IM) apps本是消费者考虑的首要因素。当他们订阅某种服
and social network.
务时，他们期望获得折扣以降低成本，也预计同

Operators need to reinvent their messaging
business model to
一个运营商提供的产品质量、服务质量应该是一
致的。所以运营商要保证自己设计的捆绑销售确

avoid being simply a “pass-through” channel实能够为消费者节约成本，否则就会有被竞争者
for mobile apps.”
抢占市场的风险。在内部，运营商要保证不同产
品部门的协调一致、流线化，这样顾客才能有一
致的服务体验。

IM Apps/Social Network
replacing SMS/MMS

Figure 33: Use More Frequently - Communicating on
Mobile Devices
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When asked on ways of communicating via mobile
devices, 45% of respondents use instant messaging

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Instant Messaging Apps

45%

Social Networks

44%

(IM) apps more frequently while 44% prefer social
networks. Text messages (SMS) and picture/video
messages (MMS) are used less frequently (17% and
12%).

Voice Calls
Email

19%

Video Calls

18%

VOIP

17%

Text Messages

17%

Displacing

The shift to using new form of communication (IM
apps, social network) on mobile device is

29%

accelerating. Top 3 reasons for using IM more
frequently are Wi-Fi (65%), ease of use (56%), and

Picture/Video Messages

12%

friends/family using it (54%).
The rise of IM apps and their continuous popularity
have significant impact on mobile operator’s SMS
revenue. Operators need to re-invent their text
messaging business model to avoid being a “passthrough channel” for mobile apps. Traditional text
messaging is still valuable due to reliability and
security. Many security-oriented transaction such as
online banking still requires SMS verification.
Therefore, SMS will not go away but will slowly fade
if operators can’t come up with more innovation.
Leading operators in China have realized the
urgency and have recently proposed counterplans by
providing messaging features similar to IM apps but
without having to install apps (direct integration with
phone). If implemented correctly, operators may gain
back portions of traffic that went on the IM app path.

Figure 34: Top Reasons to Use IM More Frequently
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Mobile phone addiction offers
monetization opportunities
“Chinese consumers are highly addicted to mobile phones as
illustrated by the usage frequency and interval. Mobile phones
are being used more for diversified entertainment activities.”

Consumers are addicted
to using mobile phones

Figure 35: Interval Between Waking Up and Looking at Phone
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Almost half of (48%) of respondents check their
phone within 5 minutes of waking up, and
literally everyone checks their phone within an
hour after they get up from bed. In addition,
close to 80% of respondents check their phone
10 times a day while 45% check 25 times day
(once per hour).
The result indicates that consumers in China
are highly addicted to their mobile phones as

80%

70%

70%
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illustrated by the interval and the frequency of
usage. Mobile presence therefore is crucial for

Figure 36: Frequency of Looking at Phone Per Day

organizations across all industries to expand
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customer reach. However, mobile presence
does not automatically guarantee reap of
benefit. It is imperative for organizations to

At Least 10 Times

78%

have well thought out strategy and plan on
mobility that is measurable and traceable in
order to derive traffic/revenue from mobile

At Least 25 Times

45%

visitors.
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At Least 100 Times

19%
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100%

Phones are being used for
leisure activities

Figure 37: Phone Activities in the Past 7 Days
Top 3 Activities
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Phones are being used as a diversified
entertainment device. When asked what activities

Play Games

62%

Watching TV/video Saved On
Device

51%

was done on their phone in the past 7 days, 66%
listened to music stored on their phone, 62%
played games, and 51% watched TV/video saved

Stream Music

48%

Watch/stream TV/Movie Online

43%

Interact With The Tv Programme
via App

23%

also popular which rank 4th and 5th, respectively.
The result shows that entertainment activities are
an indispensable part of the mobile phone usage.

Listening To Online Radio

20%

Other
Access Internet Less Than
Once A Week

on their phone. Streaming of music and video are

14%

As consumers rely more than ever on mobile
phones, new and innovative business models are
to be created to take advantage of consumer's

1%

consumption patterns.

Mobile payment services
embraced
“Over 60% of consumers have used mobile phone for
transaction related activities. The demand is clear and it
will

be

up

to

operators,

manufactures,

payment

companies, financial institutions, as well as application
vendors to come up with seamless solutions for
consumers to adopt.”

Figure 38: Ever Used Phone For the Following
Transaction Activities
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Transaction activities on
mobile phones
In addition to entertainment, mobile phones are
increasingly being used for mobile transaction

Check Your Bank Balance

64%

Transfer Money

61%

Reserve A Product Online

34%

To Provide Proof Of Purchase

13%

None Of These

12%

used their phone to make an online purchase
(69%), pay bill (68%), or transfer money (61%).
This is particular evident with age cohorts 18-34

24%

Make A Payment In-store

activities. Over 60% of respondents have either

where conducting online transaction activities are
higher than other cohorts.
The result indicates that a significant portion of

Figure 39: Mobile Transaction Activities by Age Group

consumers are willing to give mobile transaction a
try. Younger generation in particular are embracing
the value of mobile transaction which is

80%

transforming the way consumers shop and

70%

purchase. The awareness and adoption of mobile
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payment are expected to continue to rise in the
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next several years.
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Mobile small payment
transaction demand clear

Figure 40: Pay in Shops Using Mobile Phones
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Close to 70% of respondents are willing to pay
in shops (for small payments) using mobile

14%

phones, while 14% of consumers would pay

69%

using mobile phone regardless of the amount.
Top 3 scenarios in which it would benefit
consumers to pay include restaurant bills (45%),

Yes, But For Small Payments Only

taxi fare (44%), and public transportation (43%).

Yes, Regardless Of The Amount
No

As mobile phone become consumer necessity

Don't Know

item, its use and application is ever expanding.
From the survey, it is clear that demand and

Figure 41: Beneficial Scenarios to Pay Using Mobile Phones

interest exist for using mobile phone as a
payment device in everyday scenarios. Hence it
will be up to operators, manufactures, payment
companies, financial institutions, as well as

Top 3 Scenarios

solutions for consumers to adopt.
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coupon), during (e.g. payment and transaction),
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31%

When Using A Petrol Station
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win support from mobile consumers. As usage
continues to increase, mobile phone may one
day replace traditional wallet and change the
way consumers use money forever.
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Inevitable fatigue on mobile apps
“Consumers are beginning to show fatigue toward mobile apps.
Purchasing of apps has declined across almost all categories
except for virtual game goods and film streaming. Freemium
model will continue to rule as Chinese consumers are reluctant
to pay for mobile apps.”

Figure 42: Number of Apps Download in a Typical Month

App fatigue is inevitable
among consumers

No Download At All
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Over a third of respondents downloaded more
than 5 apps per month. While close to a half of

40%

Declining Download

35%
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consumers have not downloaded an app in a
typical month.

30%

Compared to last year, there’s only a 2%

25%

increase (29% to 31%) in download of more

29%
24%

20%

17%17%

than 5 apps but there’s a large decline in
download of 1-4 apps from 47% to 22%. The

15%

percentage of people who have not downloaded

10%

10%

9% 9%

an app also increased from 24% to 47%.
5%

3%

2%

This suggests that many consumers have
reached point of fatigue with the proliferation of

2%

0%
2013

2014

mobile apps. There are well-known apps
already in existence in all major app verticals
with significant user base. Thus unless new
apps are truly innovative or can provide
breakthrough features, it will be difficult for
mobile app developers to convince users to
download. This will most likely raise the cost per
install (CPI) for app developers and negatively
impact their profitability.
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Figure 43: Monthly Spend on Apps/Games
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Consumers show little
interest in paying for Apps
In-app purchase is a tough sell to Chinese
consumers. 35% of respondents have never made
an app-related purchase while 29% have not made

1-100

22%

any purchase in the last month. The monthly spend
is also low as only 22% of consumers spend 1-100

101-200

RMB per month on apps while only 6% spend

3%

more than 100 RMB per month.
201-300

1%

The result clearly indicates that Chinese
301-400

consumers are not willing to pay for mobile apps,

0

and even when they pay, they spend very little
401-500

dollar amount. Thus the freemium app model will

1%

continue to rule as switching cost is low.
501+
Don't Know

1%

App developer should therefore be more focused
8%

on the need of its core user group that is willing to
pay for its value-added service and seek
alternative sources of revenue stream such as
from oversea market to complement to the low
earning potential of the Chinese app market.

Freemium model still rules,
virtual goods for game and
streaming survive

Figure 44: App Purchase in the Last Month
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app purchase include upgrades of free apps

good for games (15%). Hence consumers are still
accustomed to freebies and upgrade of free apps
continues to the best model to attract consumers to
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Ebooks

For those who purchase apps, the most popular

(21%), E-books (21%), games (17%), and virtual

37%
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Games

Virtual Goods For
Games
Film Streaming/renting
Service

17%
24%
15%
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2014

pay since they can try the app before deciding
whether to buy or not. Gaming remains popular as
consumers are willing to pay for game and virtual
goods that reside within it.
Compared to 2013, app purchase has declined

2013
Films And Tv Content
Magazines,
Newspapers
Music Streaming
Service

13%
17%
13%
20%
12%
19%

across almost all categories. Upgrade of free apps
decreased by 16% while games decreased by 7%.
In addition, E-books also declined by 5%. The only
two categories that increased slightly from 2013
are virtual good for games and film
streaming/renting services.
This shows that despite the fact that gaming
download have decreased, those who are playing
the game are still willing to pay for in-game items.
Further, consumers are abandoning content that
occupy too much of their storage space on the
phone in exchange for streaming content.

Music Tracks
Online Storage

11%
31%
11%
12%

Mobile advertising influential
“Mobile advertisement is highly influential as over a third of
consumers have made purchase based on phone ads. It is more
effective than other online advertising mediums. Mobile ads will
be among the most rewarding way of advertising in the future.”

Mobile advertising
powerful on consumers

Figure 45: Made Purchase Based on Phone Ad

Figure 45: Made Purchase Based on Phone Ad

Advertisements that appear on phone are
33%

highly effective, particularly if these are a
post from a friend. 33% of all respondents
have made purchase based on phone ads.
For those phone ads that made consumers

Yes
Yes
No

33%
61%
61%

No

take action, 40% expressed that they are a
post from a friend. While 27% took action on
ads that appeared on their social network
feed. Other effective advertisements on
phone include emails, video, link to click,
search result, and text messages.
Mobile advertisements thus enjoys higher
conversion rate compared to other medium
such as Internet advertising on desktop. This
is most likely due to the fact that mobile ad in
general is highly targeted and can precisely
identify the niche market it is trying to
address (e.g. via Apple’s IDFA (Identifier for
advertisers)). Coupled with the spontaneous
speed of social network where friends share
their favorite products makes mobile
advertisement extremely effective.
Advertisers should therefore concentrate
their online presence toward mobile as
mobile ads will be among the most rewarding
advertising channels in the foreseeable
future.

Figure 46: Phone Advertising That Made Consumer Take Action
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